


The DISSOLVER SIMPLEX S-0 is a high-speed disperser in
heavy duty construction ensuring gentle vibration-free process-
ing.

Various types of accessories can be attached: Different diame-
ter Cowles discs, clamps and centring system for mobile tanks;
grasp-type clamps articulated with drive wheel, or with centring
and pressure tape.

The hydraulic elevation of the head enables the change of the
production tank and the turning of the head up to 240 °, allow-
ing it to work with two or three fixed tanks.

Equipped with an electro-mechanical drive system, it incorpo-
rates a device for continuous speed variation of the stirrer, by
means of extensible pully or frequency variator.

Variable speed between 700 and 2.000 rpm available in a range
of power from 5,5 / 10 and 15 HP.

S-0 Dissolver Simplex general features

Dissolver S-0 with cowles disc and belt fixation

Model Power (HP) Stroke (mm) Speed range (rpm) Weight (Kg)

S - 0 5,5 - 10 - 15 1000 700 -1800 870 - 930

Dissolver S-0 with rotor/stator turbine and slow anchor.

ATEX protection
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The Dissolver Simplex S-1 is a high-speed disperser, with easy
mechanics and a perfectly balanced transmission that works
smoothly, free of vibrations in the hardest working conditions.

It is equipped with a speed indicator and an electromechanical
drive system for the continuous variation of the speed between
500 - 1.500 rpm. and is available in a range of powers from 15
to 30 HP.

Electrical panel in protections: IP-55 or ATEX

Ideal for all dispersion, mixing, dissolution and emulsion opera-
tions, in solid - liquid, liquid - liquid systems, up to a viscosity of
50.000 cP.

S-1 Dissolver Simplex general features

Model Power (HP) Stroke (mm) Speed range (rpm) Weight  (Kg)

S - 1 15 - 30 1200 500 - 1500 1000 - 1150

Dissolver S-1 with slow agitation and PTFE scrapers

Dissolver S-1 with belt fastening system and & Cowles Disc 

Diagram of a 25 hp S-1 Dissolver

with a 1000 L tank.
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The Dissolver Simplex S-2 is a high speed disperser, with a vari-
able speed between 500 and 1.300 rpm. and is available in a
range of powers from 30 to 60 HP.

The hydraulic elevation of the head enables the change of the
production tank and the turning of the head up to 240 °, allow-
ing it to work with two or three fixed tanks.

Irreplaceable application in wetting, grinding, mixing, dissolv-
ing, dispersing, suspending, homogenising and aerating solids
in a liquid phase, or in a liquid-liquid phase.

Traditional use in the industries of paints, lacquers, inks, var-
nishes, glues, adhesives, resins, rubber and the chemical indus-
try in general.

S-2 Dissolver Simplex general features

Dissolver S-2 with holding clamps

Dissolver S-2 with belt fastening system

Model Power (CV) Stroke (mm) Speed range (rpm) Distance shaft-column (mm) Weight (kg)

S - 2 30 - 60 1400 500 - 1300 910 1300 - 1500

General measures in mm
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S-3 / S-4/ S-5 Dissolver Simplex general features

100 HP S-4 Dissolver assembly on a supporting structure

The models S-3 / S-4 / S-5 are available in a range of powers
from 75 up to 270 HP. As an option, these machines can be sup-
plied with the appropriate process tanks and with a lid to work
in vacuum.

They are easy to maintain, and it is possible to place the power
plant with the electric motor outside the process zone.

These devices allow for the possibility of handling very high vis-
cosity pastes due to their high power and strength.

Model Power (HP) Stroke (mm) Speed range (rpm) Weight  (kg)

VF / S-3 75 1600 500 - 1100 3680

VF / S-4 75 1800 500 -1100 4520

VF / S-4 100 1800 500 -1100 4760

VF / S-4 150 1800 500 -1100 4980

VF / S-5 180 2500 400 -1100 5590

VF / S-5 220 2500 350 - 900 5665

VF / S-5 270 2500 350 - 900 5895

High speed dissolver model S-5 of 270 HP, assembly on a structure, and equip-

ped with automatic positioning system.

150 HP dissolver with special sealing system

to work with inert gas inside






